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Foreword

Welcome to CECE 2016, the 13th International Interdisciplinary Meeting on Bioanalysis. As in the previous years, it is our goal to: “bring together scientists from different disciplines who may not meet at other meetings”. CECE Junior will follow two days of invited speaker’s lectures and poster sessions will be open during all three days. The organizers want to thank all invited speakers, sponsors and participants for their continuing support. Please, check our web at www.ce-ce.org for more information about the history, programs, photos and videos from the previous years.

Brno, October 8, 2016
The Medal of Jaroslav Janák

The Medal of Jaroslav Janák for contributions to the development of analytical sciences was established by the Institute of Analytical Chemistry. Named after the inventor of the gas chromatograph (patented in 1952), founder of the institute (1956) and its long-term director, the medal is awarded to scientists who have significantly contributed to the development of separation sciences.

In 2016, the Medal of Jaroslav Janák goes to Prof. Petr Boček. In the early 1980’s with the fresh university diploma, I started working in the group of electromigration methods headed by Petr Boček, a smiling friendly man commanding respect not only as a former sport wrestler but also as someone who knew practically everything about analytical separations and, especially, electrophoresis. There were fancy looking plexiglass instruments (often called chips in today’s papers) powered by sparking high voltages. It was capillary isotachophoresis (ITP) and Petr’s group was one of the world top laboratories in ITP. While ITP was the king of capillary separations in the early 1980’s Petr was already interested in capillary zone electrophoresis and presented some of the early results at the Electrophorese Forum conferences organized by Prof. B. J. Radola in Munich, Germany. That time Prof. Radola also founded the journal Electrophoresis and invited Petr to become a member of the editorial board soon becoming an Associate Editor (1992-2000) and since 2001 serves as the Senior Deputy Editor. As an author and co-author of over 250 scientific papers and monographs on Chromatography and Electrophoresis, Petr had a major impact on the development of analytical separations and with over 7000 citations belongs to the most cited analytical chemists not only in the Czech Republic. He is regarded as one of the founders of the “Czech capillary electrophoresis school” highly prized especially for explanation and exact description of many electromigration related phenomena. Besides heading his department Petr was also the director of the Institute of Analytical Chemistry (1993-2001). It was my pleasure and privilege to know and work with Peter for many years. I wish to congratulate him to all his achievements and thank for all the work he has done for the Institute of Analytical Chemistry and science in general.

Franta Foret
# Program of the CECE 2016

Hotel Continental, Brno, Czech Republic, October 17-19, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 15:00</td>
<td>Registration (Monday, Tuesday)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monday, October 17</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 – 9:15</td>
<td>CECE 2016 - Opening remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 – 9:45</td>
<td><strong>Jana Krenkova</strong>&lt;br&gt; <em>Institute of Analytical Chemistry of the CAS, v. v. i., Brno, Czech Republic</em>&lt;br&gt;A NOVEL NANOSPRAY LIQUID JUNCTION INTERFACE FOR VERSATILE CE-MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 – 10:15</td>
<td><strong>Erdmann Rapp</strong>&lt;br&gt; <em>Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical Systems, Magdeburg, Germany</em>&lt;br&gt;XCGE-LIF: A POWERFUL TOOL IN THE GLYCOANALYTICAL TOOLBOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 – 10:45</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 – 11:15</td>
<td><strong>Guillaume Laurent Erny</strong>&lt;br&gt; <em>University of Porto, Porto, Portugal</em>&lt;br&gt;UNLEASHING UNTARGETED HYPHENATED MS ANALYSIS WITH CHEMOMETRICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 – 11:45</td>
<td><strong>Andrew Ewing</strong>&lt;br&gt; <em>Chalmers Univ. and Univ. of Gothenburg, Göteborg, Sweden</em>&lt;br&gt;ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENTS WITH CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS, FROM ELECTROCHEMICAL CYTOMETRY TO ALZHEIMER’S PEPTIDE IN CSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 – 12:15</td>
<td><strong>Andras Guttman</strong>&lt;br&gt; <em>University of Veszprem, Veszprem, Hungary</em>&lt;br,GLYCOHISTOPATHOLOGY: MINING THE FFPE DEPOSITIES BY CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 – 14:15</td>
<td>Lunch break – poster session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14:15 – 14:45  
**Steven Wilson**  
*University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway*  
OPEN TUBULAR LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-MASS SPECTROMETRY: A POWERFUL AND VERSATILE TOOL FOR BIOANALYSIS

14:45 – 15:15  
**Radim Chmelik**  
*Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic*  
LIVE-CELL QUANTITATIVE PHASE IMAGING BY COHERENCE-CONTROLLED HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY

15:15 – 15:45  
**Kareem Elsayad**  
*Vienna Biocenter Core Facilities, Vienna, Austria*  
UNRAVELLING AND UNDERSTANDING THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PLANTS USING BRILLOUIN LIGHT SCATTERING MICROSPECTROSCOPY

16:15 – 18:00  
City walk with invited speakers

---

**Tuesday, October 18**

09:30 – 10:00  
**Stavros Stavrakis**  
*ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland*  
DROPLET-BASED MICROFLUIDICS: HIGH-THROUGHPUT EXPERIMENTATION ONE DROP AT A TIME

10:00 – 10:30  
**Peter Ertl**  
*Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria*  
ORGAN-ON-CHIP TECHNOLOGY: MONITORING DYNAMIC CELL RESPONSES UNDER CONTROLLED PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

10:30 – 11:00  
Coffee break

11:00 – 11:30  
**Blanca Lapizco-Encinas**  
*Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, USA*  
PARTICLE CAPTURE AND ENRICHMENT EMPLOYING NON-UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELDS AND INSULATING STRUCTURES
11:30 – 12:00  **Zdeněk Hurák**  
*Czech Technical University, Prague, Czech Republic*  
SINGLE-PARTICLE HIGH-PRECISION MICRO-MANIPULATION USING DIELECTROPHORESIS

12:00 – 14:00  **Lunch break – poster session**

14:00 – 14:30  **Daniel Georgiev**  
*University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, Czech Republic*  
MANAGING CELL HETEROGENEITY IN MICROFLUIDIC DESIGN

14:30 – 15:00  **Michael V. Gorshkov**  
*Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia*  
PROTEOGENOMICS AND SOME OF THE PITFALLS OF THE PROTEOMIC SIDE OF THIS COIN

15:00 – 15:30  **Jana Roithova**  
*Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic*  
HELIUM TAGGING INFRARED PHOTODISSOCIATION SPECTROSCOPY

15:30 – 16:00  **Renato Zenobi**  
*ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland*  
ON-LINE ANALYSIS OF EXHALED BREATH VIA SECONDARY ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY

16:00 – 16:05  **Invitation to CECE 2017, Veszprém, Hungary**

19:00  **Conference dinner with the traditional Moravian music**
Wednesday, October 19

9:00 – 9:15  CECE Junior opening

9:15 – 9:30  Jasna Hradski
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Comenius University in Bratislava, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
DETERMINATION OF COUNTERION IN CANCER TREATMENT DRUG BY MICROCHIP ELECTROPHORESIS

9:30 – 9:45  Renata Gerhardt
Leipzig University, Leipzig, Germany
ON-CHIP HPLC WITH INTEGRATED DROPLET MICROFLUIDICS FOR FURTHER DOWNSTREAM PROCESSES

9:45 – 10:00  Pawel Pomastowski
Department of Environmental Chemistry and Bioanalytics, Faculty of Chemistry, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun, Poland; Interdisciplinary Centre of Modern Technology, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Torun, Poland
THE MALDI IONIZATION AS TOOLS OF MODERN BIOANALYTICS

10:00 – 10:15  Lenka Portychová
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Palacký University, Olomouc, Czech Republic; Research Institute for Organic Synthesis, Inc., Rybitví, Czech Republic
DETERMINATION OF URINARY INDICAN AND CREATININE USING AN UHPLC/ECD-DAD METHOD

10:15 – 10:30  Viorica Railean-Plugaru
Department of Environmental Chemistry and Bioanalytics, Faculty of Chemistry, Interdisciplinary Centre for Modern Technologies, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń, Poland
BIO SILVER NANOPARTICLES AS A NEW OPPORTUNITY TO MEDICAL TRATMENT

10:30 – 11:00  Coffee break
11:00 – 11:15

**Marton Szigeti**

MTA-PE Translational Glycomics Group, University of Pannonia, Veszprem, Hungary; Horvath Csaba Memorial Institute of Bioanalytical Research, University of Debrecen, Hungary

SINGLE RUN GLYCAN STRUCTURE IDENTIFICATION FOR CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS

---

11:15 – 11:30

**Jan Vacek**

Department of Medical Chemistry and Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, Palacky University, Olomouc, Czech Republic

SWITCHING OF PROTEIN PROPERTIES UPON GLYCATION REVEALED BY ELECTROCATALYTIC APPROACH

---

11:30 – 11:45

**Adriana Arigò**

Department of “Scienze Chimiche, Biologiche, Farmaceutiche ed Ambientali”, University of Messina, Messina, Italy

EXTRACTION, SEPARATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF BIOACTIVE COMPOUNDS IN “YOUNG BARLEY” THROUGH RP AND HILIC TECHNIQUES COUPLED TO MS/MS

---

11:45 – 12:00

**Jana Váňová**

Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Chemical Technology, University of Pardubice, Pardubice, Czech Republic

DETERMINATION OF DISTRIBUTION CONSTANTS OF ANTIOXIDANTS BETWEEN LIPOSOMES, ALKYL SULFATE MICELLES, OCTANOL AND WATER USING ELECTROKINETIC CHROMATOGRAPHY

---

12:00 – 13:30

Lunch break – poster session – poster removal

---

13:30 – 13:45

**Vratislav Peška**

Mendel Centre for Plant Genomics and Proteomics, Central European Institute of Technology, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

BAL31-NGS IN TELOMERE BIOLOGY
13:45 – 14:00  Agnieszka Szmitkowska  
*Central European Institute of Technology, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic*  
ROLE OF IN VITRO PHOSPHORYLATION ASSAY IN UNDERSTANDING MSP SIGNALLING IN A. THALIANA

14:00 – 14:15  Sona Valuchova  
*Central European Institute of Technology, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic*  
A NOVEL RAPID METHOD FOR DETECTING PROTEIN-NUCLEIC ACID INTERACTIONS

14:15 – 14:30  Monika Skrutková Langmajerová  
*Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic; Institute of Organic and Analytical Chemistry, University of Orleans and the French National Center for Scientific Research, Orleans, France*  
CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS WITH ONLINE NANORAECTOR FOR CHARACTERISATION OF SKIN FIBROBLAST ELASTASE ACTIVITY FROM VARIOUS BIOLOGIC MATERIAL

14:30  Closing remarks
List of poster presentations

P1  SEPARATION OF SOME 1,4-DIHYDROPYRIDINE DERIVATIVES BY MICELLAR ELECTROKINETIC CHROMATOGRAPHY
Daniel Baron, Karlis Pajuste, Martins Rucins, Aiva Plotniece, Arkadij Sobolev, Jan Petr

P2  MALDI MS IMAGING WITH SCANNING LASER BEAM
Antonín Bednařík, Markéta Machálková, Kateřina Coufalíková, Pavel Houška, Eugene Moskovets, Jarmila Navrátilová, Jan Šmarda, Jan Preisler

P3  IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENT ISOMERS OF SHORT-CHAIN ACYLCARNITINES BY HPLC-ESI-IT-TOF-MS
Nikoleta Biherczová, Pavel Škvára, Monika Radičová, Mária Knapková, Andrea Vojs Staňová

P4  NITROGEN DOPED ORGANOSILICON PLASMA POLYMERS FOR BIOAPPLICATIONS
Štěpánka Bittnerová, Vilma Buršíková, Monika Stupavská

P5  SCREENING OF ACYCLOVIR PERMEATION THROUGH SKIN USING ALAPTIDE
Janette Bobalova, Aneta Cernikova, Pavel Bobal, Josef Jampilek

P6  COMPUTER ASSISTED DESIGN OF A CONTINUOUS FLOW CELL CULTURING MICRODEVICE
Beata Borza, Brigitta Meszaros, Marton Szigeti, Laszlo Hajba, Gabor Jarvas, Andras Guttman

P7  DETERMINATION OF DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS IN ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS USING ION CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH ON-LINE CONNECTED PRECONCENTRATION UNIT
Lukáš Čapka, Pavel Mikuška, Zbyněk Večeřa

P8  COMPARISON OF ON-CAPILLARY DERIVATIZATION OF AMINO ACIDS USING TDLFP AND EMMA MIXING OF REACTANTS FOR CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS COUPLED WITH LIF DETECTION
Andrea Celá, Aleš Mádr, Martina Šulcová, Zdeněk Glatz

P9  OPTIMIZATION OF GRADIENT SEPARATION CONDITIONS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL LIQUID PHASE SYSTEMS
Petr Česla, Nikola Vaňková, Jana Vaňová

P10 EVALUATION OF STATIONARY PHASES FOR HPLC BASED ON NANOFIBERS
Richard Čmelík, František Foret

P11 DETERMINATION OF LEVOGLUCOSAN IN URBAN AEROSOL
Pavel Coufalík, Pavel Mikuška, Richard Čmelík

P12 MULTIPLE HYPERNATION OF LC WITH ESI MS, MALDI MS AND SALD ICP MS – THE DETECTION PLATFORM FOR METALLOPROTEOMIC STUDIES
Kateřina Coufalíková, Iva Benešová, Kristýna Dlabková, Viktor Kanický, Jan Preisler

P13 CHARACTERIZATION OF FRET SENSOR
Vladimíra Datinská, Karel Klepárník, Barbora Belšánová, Marek Minárik, František Foret

P14 THE EFFECT OF PREANALYTICAL CONDITIONS ON HUMAN SERUM N-GLYCOME
Tereza Dědová, Véronique Blanchard, Rudolf Tauber

P15 MOLECULAR GLYCOPATHOLOGY
Boglárka Döncző, András Guttman

P16 CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS AS A TOOL FOR DIAGNOSIS OF METHANOL AND ETHYLENE GLYCOL POISONING FROM BLOOD SAMPLES
Pavol Ďurč, František Foret, Petr Kubáň

P17 A POTENTIAL OF USAGE NON-HAZARDOUS OPTICAL PROBES FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF VARIOUS OPTICAL DETECTORS Miloš Dvořák, Yan Li, Nantana Nuchtavorn, Pavel N. Nesterenko, Mirek Macka

P18

P19 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF PROTEIN COMPOSITION IN HUMAN BREAST CANCER CELLS USING MASS SPECTROMETRY
Dana Flodrová, Lucia Toporová, Dana Macejová, Markéta Laštovičková, Július Brtko, Janette Bobálová

P20 POTENTIAL OF NON-AQUEOUS CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS-MASS SPECTROMETRY IN ANALYSIS OF OXYSTEROLS Michal Greguš, Hanne Røberg-Larsen, Elsa Lundanes, Steven Ray Wilson, František Foret, Petr Kubáň

P21 LIQUID PHASE SEPARATION METHODS FOR N-GLYCAN ANALYSIS OF BIOPHARMACEUTICALS AND HUMAN BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES Laszlo Hajba, Eszter Csanky, Andras Guttman

P22 INVESTIGATION OF BIOACTIVE PROTEINS IN PRESSURIZED WATER EXTRACT OF SAMBUCUS NIGRA L. BRANCHES Barbora Hohnová, Jiří Šalplachta, Michal Roth

P23 DETAILED ANALYSIS OF PHOSPHORYLATION OF REGULATORY DOMAIN OF TYROSINE HYDROXYLASE Petr Louša, Hana Nedozrálová, Jiří Nováček, Erik Župa, Jozef Hritz

P24 ELECTROPHORETIC BEHAVIOR OF FLAVONOLIGNANS IN MILK THISTLE (SILYBUM MARIANUM)
Petra Riasová, Pavel Jáč

P25 PREPARATION OF DOUBLE CROSS-LINKED NANOPARTICLES USABLE FOR IN VIVO APPLICATIONS
Jitka Kašparová, Lucie Korecká, Zuzana Bílková, Jiří Palarčík, Lenka Česlová

P26 A COMPARISON OF X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF MOUSE BRAIN
Michaela Kavková, Markéta Tesařová, Tomáš Zikmund, Eva Dražanová, Markéta Kaucká, Marcela Buchtová, Jozef Kaiser

P27 PLASMONIC ACTIVITY OF ELECTROCHEMICAL ELECTRODES MADE OF TUNGSTEN DISULFIDE NANOTUBES DECORATED WITH GOLD NANOPARTICLES
Lukáš Kejík, Filip Ligmajer, Aleš Daňhel, Miroslav Kolíbal, Miroslav Fojta, Tomáš Šikola

P28 CE-LIF ANALYSIS OF IMMUNOGLOBULIN G GLYCOSYATION IN MULTIPLE MYELOMA PATIENTS
Zsuzsanna Kovács, András Guttman

P29 VOLTAMMETRIC ANALYSIS OF QUANTUM DOTS-TAGGED ANTIBODIES AS A PART OF ELECTROCHEMICAL IMMUNOSENSOR ON BISMUTH FILM MODIFIED ELECTRODES
Aneta Kovárová, Veronika Dvořáková, Michaela Čadková, Zuzana Bílková, Lucie Korecká

P30 DEVELOPEMENT OF MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE FOR DROPLET GENERATION AND MICROPARTICLE ENCAPSULATION
Jana Křivánková, František Foret

P31 DEVELOPMENT OF MAGNETIC ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY FOR DETECTION OF SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES AGAINST AMYLOID BETA PROTEIN AS BIOMARKER OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Pavla Krulisova, Barbora Jankovicova, Zuzana Bilkova

P32 ORGANIC MARKERS AND COMPOUNDS IN PM1 AEROSOL IN SMALL TOWN NEAR PRAGUE (CZECH REPUBLIC) IN WINTER 2016
Kamil Krůmal, Pavel Mikuška, Pavel Coufalík, Zbyněk Večeřa

P33 MICRO-ELECTROMEMBRANE EXTRACTIONS ACROSS MULTIPLE AQUEOUS AND ORGANIC PHASES FOR SELECTIVE PRETREATMENT OF RAW BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
Pavel Kubán, Petr Boček, Knut Fredrik Seip, Astrid Gjelstad, Stig Pedersen-Bjergaard

P34 BIOBANKING OF PATIENT SAMPLES FOR GENO – GLYCOMIC LUNG DISEASE BIOMARKER STUDIES
Renáta Kun, Eszter Canky, Miklos Szabo, Zsolt Ronai, Zsuzsa Kovacs, Marton Szigeti, Gabor Jarvas, Laszlo Hajba, Boglarka Donczo, Andras Guttman
P35 NOVEL, VERSATILE CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS INSTRUMENT WITH LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS LIPID PEROXIDATION BIOMARKERS
Júlia Lačná, František Foret, Petr Kubáň

P36 SUBSIDIARY REAGENS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF ENZYMATIC DIGESTION PROTOCOL
Markéta Laštovičková, Pavel Bobál, Dana Flodrová, Janette Bobálová

P37 PARALLEL SINGLE-CELL ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE CASPASE 3/7 IN APOPTOTIC AND NON-APOPTOTIC CELLS
Vojtěch Ledvina, Karel Klepárník

P38 INVESTIGATION OF THE ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION OF SULFUR MUSTARD DEGRADATION PRODUCTS IN SEDIMENTS BY CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS
Heidi Lees, Merike Vaher, Mihkel Kaljurand

P39 BACE ENZYME KINETICS DETECTED BY MALDI-TOF MASS SPECTROMETRY
Markéta Machálková, Jan Schejbal, Zdeněk Glatz, Jan Preisler

P40 MORPHOLOGY AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS BASED SCREEN TO UNRAVEL MECHANISM OF ROS-AUXIN CROSSTALK
Sharmila Madhavan, Agnieszka Bielach, Kamel Chibani, Eman Elrefaay, Vanesa Tognetti

P41 SENSITIVE DETERMINATION OF SEVNL AND DAEFR PENTAPEPTIDES AS BETA-SECRETASE PRODUCTS BY CE-C4D FOR ITS ACTIVITY ASSAY
Aleš Mádr, Jan Schejbal, Zdeněk Glatz

P42 HIGHLY SENSITIVE ANALYSIS OF CHLOROPHENOLS AND SULFONAMIDES IN WATERS BY ELECTROPHORETIC FOCUSING ON INVERSE ELECTROMIGRATION DISPERSION GRADIENT WITH ESI-MS DETECTION
Zdena Malá, Petr Gebauer, Petr Boček

P43 INVESTIGATION OF SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROFLUIDIC SUBSTRATES (PDMS) BY INVERSE GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
Brigitta Meszaros, Gabor Jarvas, Marton Szigeti, Laszlo Hajba, Andras Dallos, Andras Gutman

P44 CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS-FRONTAL ANALYSIS FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION OF DRUG-METAL BINDING
Lenka Michalcová, Mufarreh Asmari, Zdeněk Glatz, Sami El Deeb

P45 MONITORING OF QUANTUM DOTS FORMATION INDUCED BY UV LIGHT
Lukas Nejdl, Jan Zitka, Vedran Milosavljevic, Ondrej Zitka, Pavel Kopel, Vojtech Adam, Marketa Vaculovicova
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P46</td>
<td>STUDYING OF COMPETITIVE INTERACTIONS OF DRUGS WITH HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN BY CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS-FRONTAL ANALYSIS</td>
<td>Hana Nevídalová, Lenka Michalcová, Zdeněk Glatz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P47</td>
<td>PROTOTYPING OF A SIMPLE DEVICE FOR PARALLEL DOT BLOTTING USING CNC MACHINING</td>
<td>Jakub Novotný, Zuzana Svobodova, Zuzana Bílkova, Frantisek Foret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P48</td>
<td>ANALYSIS OF SELECTED XENOESTROGENS IN NEOPLASTICALLY TISSUES USING COUPLED CHROMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES</td>
<td>Martyna Pajewska, Renata Gadzała-Kopciuch, Boguslaw Buszewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P49</td>
<td>HEXAHISTIDINE LABELING OF OLIGOSACCHARIDES</td>
<td>Jan Partyka, Jana Krenkova, Frantisek Foret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P50</td>
<td>ON-A-CHIP ELECTROPHORESIS FOR THE CARACTERIZATION OF QUANTUM DOTS BIOCONJUGATES</td>
<td>Jelena Pejović Simeunović, Jana Pekarková, Jaromír Žák, Jaromír Hubálek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P51</td>
<td>ON-CHIP COMPARTMENTALIZATION OF HIGH PRESSURE CHIP LC</td>
<td>Andrea J. Peretzki, Renata Gerhardt, Detlev Belder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P52</td>
<td>RAPID DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL MICELLE CONCENTRATION BY TAYLOR DISPERSION ANALYSIS IN CAPILLARIES USING DIRECT AND INDIRECT DETECTION APPROACHES</td>
<td>Jan Petr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P53</td>
<td>CLASSIFICATION OF REACTION BOUNDARIES AND THEIR USE FOR ON-LINE PRE-CONCENTRATION AND PRE-SEPARATION IN ELECTROPHORESIS</td>
<td>Jan Pospíchal, Eliška Glovinová</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P54</td>
<td>ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF IODINATED CONTRAST AGENTS USING BORON-DOPED DIAMOND ELECTRODE</td>
<td>Monika Radičová, Barbora Krivačková, Miroslav Behúl, Marián Marton, Marian Vojs, Robert Redhammer, Oksana Golovko, Roman Grabic, Tomáš Mackuňak, Andrea Vojs Staňová</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P55</td>
<td>ON-LINE CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORETIC METHOD FOR KINETIC AND INHIBITION STUDIES OF β-SECRETASE</td>
<td>Roman Řemínek, Lucie Slezáčková, Jan Schejbal, Zdeněk Glatz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P56</td>
<td>LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH SURFACE-ASSISTED LASER DESORPTION/IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY WITH SILVER NANOPARTICLES IN LIPID ANALYSIS</td>
<td>Kristína Piliarová, Vendula Roblová, Miroslav Lísa, Jan Preisler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P57</td>
<td>FUNCTIONALIZATION OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES</td>
<td>Agnieszka Rogowska, Katarzyna Rafińska, Paweł Pomastowski, Justyna Walczak, Bogusław Buszewski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA MUTANTS DEFECTIVE IN SUBCELLULAR LOCALIZATION OF PIN AUXIN TRANSPORTERS
Nikola Rydza, Lilla Koczka, Jiří Friml

COMBINATION OF TWO CAPILLARIES WITH DIFFERENT INTERNAL DIAMETERS FOR FAST SEPARATIONS
Andrea Šebestová, Jan Petr

2D DISTRIBUTION MAPPING OF CdTe QUANTUM DOTS INJECTED ONTO FILTRATION PAPER BY LASER-INDUCED BREAKDOWN SPECTROSCOPY
Pavliňa Škarková, Karel Novotný, Přemysl Lubal, Pavel Pořízka, Jakub Klus, Zdeněk Farka, Aleš Hrdlička, Jozef Kaiser

CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS WITH CONTACTLESS CONDUCTIVITY DETECTION FOR RAPID DETERMINATION OF MELDONIUM IN URINE
Andrea Šlampová, Pavel Kubáň

BICARBONATE DUAL SENSOR BASED ON EU(III) COMPLEX
Filip Smrčka, Jakub Vaněk, Přemysl Lubal

(SALD) ICP-MS TO EXAMINE THE EFFECT OF COPPER ON WEDELOLACTONE CYTOTOXICITY TOWARDS BREAST CANCER CELLS
Marek Stiborek, Tereza Nehybová, Petr Beneš, Viktor Kanický, Jan Preisler

GLUCOSE OXIDASE IMMOBILIZED AS LENTIKATS BIOCATALYST FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Radek Stloukal, Maria Chroboková, Jarmila Watzková
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A NOVEL NANOSPRAY LIQUID JUNCTION INTERFACE FOR VERSATILE CE-MS

Jana Krenkova¹, Rob Haselberg², Govert W. Somsen², Frantisek Foret¹

¹Institute of Analytical Chemistry, v. v. i., Brno, Czech Republic
²Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Summary
Coupling of capillary electrophoresis (CE) with mass spectrometry (MS) represents a powerful combination to perform selective, efficient and sensitive analysis of a variety of compounds. Several interfaces to hyphenate CE and MS have been developed and most of them can be categorized into either the sheath-flow or sheathless arrangement.

In this work we present a new polyimide-based liquid junction nanospray interface, combining the advantages of sheath flow and sheathless designs. The liquid junction interface was prepared as a hybrid microfabricated plastic liquid junction sprayer allowing to perform analysis in standard (30-100 μm ID) separation capillaries. The interface incorporates a self-aligning port for coupling of the separation capillary as well as ports for automated flushing of both the liquid junction and the separation capillary. The interface permits performing CE both with and without electroosmotic flow. The use of large bore capillaries allows injection and preconcentration of larger sample volumes, favoring detection sensitivity. Different compositions of the spray liquid and BGE can be used when needed.

The performance of the interface is demonstrated for analysis of a broad range of analytes such as metabolites, peptides, glycans, and intact proteins, including monoclonal antibodies and their fragments. A comparison with a commercially available sheath-flow as well as sheathless (CESI) interface will be presented, discussing analytical parameters such as repeatability, linearity and sensitivity.
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XCGE-LIF: A POWERFUL TOOL IN THE GLYCOANALYTICAL TOOLBOX
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Summary
Glycomics is a rapidly emerging field that can be viewed as a complement to other „omics“ approaches. Hence, there is a dramatic increase in the demand for analytical tools and specific databases in glycobiology, respectively, glycobiotechnology. In order to enhance and improve the comparatively small existing glycoanalytical toolbox \cite{1}, fully automated, highly sensitive, reliable, high-throughput and high-resolution analysis methods including automated data evaluation are required.

Our glycoanalysis approach, based on multiplexed capillary gelelectrophoresis with laser induced fluorescence detection (xCGE-LIF) shows high potential for high-performance analysis of glycoconjugates. The development of this high-performance glycoanalysis system (method, software and database) and its application to different fields with respect to sample preparation, separation and automated data analysis is presented \cite{2-6}. The smart applicability of the system is demonstrated for different types of glycosamples (biopharmaceuticals, vaccines, human milk and blood serum) \cite{1-8}. This novel modular high-performance glycoanalysis system allows fully automated, highly sensitive, instrument-, lab- and operator-independent "real" high-throughput glycoanalysis. This is in contrast to the currently prevailing methods, where high-throughput is highly cost and lab-space intensive and ties up a lot of manpower.
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UNLEASHING UNTARGETED HYPHENATED MS ANALYSIS WITH CHEMOMETRICS
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Summary
The use of mass spectrometers (MS) as a detector has been a true game-changer in analytical separation techniques. Hyphenated MS techniques not only allow an easy identification of the main peaks, but, when used as the detector, MS has the unique ability to be simultaneously a near universal detector and extremely selective. Yet, while hyphenated MS techniques are unrivalled for targeted approaches, they do not easily allow a comprehensive analysis of unknown samples. This is mainly due to the large amount of noise that may hide relevant information, as well as the redundancy of signals generated by each compound entering the detector. This results from the ionisation mode: any chemicals entering the chamber will produce multiple ions and therefore will leave multiple footprints in the dataset that could be wrongly assigned to different compounds.

Chemometrics approaches can help in extracting, organising and visualising the information that is contained within a dataset. We recently developed such an approach, called clusters plot that allows a comprehensive analysis when using a separation technique hyphenated with high resolution mass spectrometry (X-HRMS). Briefly, after extracting all series of points (profiles) that are related to the transport and ionisation of a compound, a clustering analysis is used to classify all profiles based on their similarities. The aim is to group similar profiles in a cluster, where each cluster will regroup all the profiles related to one and only one compound.

The clusters plot is obtained after running a series of independent functions programmed using Matlab. All these functions are in open access and can be downloaded from https://finneeblog.wordpress.com/. This presentation aims at demonstrating the potential of this approach, as well as discuss its different assumptions and possible limitations. The presentation will be illustrated using deproteinized urine samples that were analysed using capillary electrophoresis hyphenated with time of flight mass spectrometry.
ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENTS WITH CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS, FROM ELECTROCHEMICAL CYTOMETRY TO ALZHEIMER’S PEPTIDE IN CSF

Dimitri Brinet¹, Johan Dunevall², Yasmine Iacone¹, Jörg Hanrieder¹, Andrew Ewing¹,²

¹University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden
²Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden

Summary
Capillary electrophoresis with electrochemical detection (CEEC) has been used to develop methods to measure neurotransmitter storage in single cell vesicles with a method we called electrochemical cytometry and led to a new separationless method for electrochemical impact cytometry of nanometer vesicles. Additionally, we are using CEEC for analysis of the Alzheimer’s-related Amyloid Beta (Aβ) peptide aimed at analysis in cerebral spinal fluid of patients. Here, CE is critically important to separate the different Aβ species and this has not been done before in cerebral spinal fluid samples.

Measuring the contents of individual nanometer transmitter vesicles is an analytical challenge and important to understand neurotransmission. We developed electrochemical cytometry to separate nanometer vesicles, lyse them on an electrode surface, and amperometrically detect the active contents of each vesicle in a high throughput manner. This led to a new method of electrochemical cytometry where the electrochemical response to single adrenal chromaffin vesicles filled with hormone transmitters as they impact a 33-um diameter disk-shaped carbon electrode can be measured. This has been used to compare the amount in vesicles to the amount released and then to argue that the predominant mode of exocytosis is not all-or-none, but rather open and closed and the vesicles are reused.

Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive disorder characterized, in part, by deposition of amyloid peptides made primarily of the Aβ peptide. These Aβ peptides are characterized by sequential cleavages of the amyloid precursor protein. These peptides can, however, assemble into possibly neurotoxic structures that might be the cause of the disease symptoms (1). A major difficulty in understanding the role of these structures is the challenge associated with isolating and monitoring these metastable species. We will present a label free CEEC method to separate, identify, and measure these species.
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Summary
Glycohistopathology is a subset of the emerging field of molecular pathology to utilize the large number of tissue biopsy samples that are collected yearly for histology based diagnostics and archived in formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) forms. Buffered formalin is the most commonly used fixative, which crosslinks the amino groups of proteins through methylene bridges, providing preservation to maintain the structural integrity of the specimens. Although FFPE samples have been used for molecular pathology studies before, such as for DNA analysis, little information is available on the effect of formalin-fixation on the sugar structures of the glycoproteins in these samples. In this presentation we report on the use of capillary electrophoresis with both laser induced fluorescence (LIF) and mass spectrometry (MS) detection methods to profile the released N-linked glycans from standard glycoproteins and tissue biopsy samples before and after the formalin-fixation and paraffin-embedding processes. The released carbohydrates were fluorophore labeled before analysis with a triple charged APTS tag. The resulting N-glycome patterns were very similar before and after formalin fixation and paraffin embedding. The low sample requirement of CE-LIF and CESI-MS was very useful to analyze miniscule sample amounts from the FFPE slides. To obtain detailed structural information, exoglycosidase based carbohydrate sequencing was also applied using. The sequencing results were verified by CESI-MS. Based on our preliminary results, FFPE samples represent a rich source for glycobiomarker discovery, especially with the associated clinical outcome information. In addition, this approach represents an unparalleled opportunity for retrospective and prospective studies in both biomedical and pharmaceutical interests.
OPEN TUBULAR LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY-MASS SPECTROMETRY: A POWERFUL AND VERSATILE TOOL FOR BIOANALYSIS
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Summary
For decades, open tubular liquid chromatography (OTLC) has promised excellent chromatographic performance. However, technical challenges obstructed its development, as well as the advances of other LC formats, making one ask “what do we need OTLC for anyway?”

However, in biomedical research, there is an increasing need for analyzing very limited biosamples, e.g. stem cells and disease-promoting extracellular vesicles such as tumor-derived exosomes. Here, OTLC may find a home, as it has in later years provided unprecedented sensitivity and is very well matched with nanospray-mass spectrometry (nESI-MS).

In our group, which focuses on e.g. stem cell-ness in cancer, OTLC-MS has recently been used for comprehensive and targeted proteomics, using an organic polymer layer on the inner walls of the columns as a stationary phase. However, we find that OTLC columns featuring a silica-based layer are highly versatile, allowing highly efficient separations for bottom-up proteomics as well as intact proteins. In addition, these columns allow for high resolution, attogram level detection of small molecules, such as breast cancer-related lipids. Coupled with on-line enzymatic reactors (also open tubular), OTLC can allow detection of trace analytes in just a few hundred cells.

OTLC systems are also being applied in other research areas, such as an analysis tool in counter-terrorism. In other words, OTLC is a tool that is beginning to show strong potential for practical use in several application areas.
LIVE-CELL QUANTITATIVE PHASE IMAGING BY COHERENCE-CONTROLLED HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY

Radim Chmelík¹², Jana Čolláková¹², Pavel Veselý¹

¹CEITEC - Central European Institute of Technology, Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic
²Institute of Physical Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic

Summary
Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) is one of modern microscopical techniques that has emerged during last decades and substantially improved possibilities and quality of biomedical imaging. Image contrast in QPI originates from phase shifts of light introduced by an observed specimen. For this reason, high-contrast imaging of live cells is achieved non-invasively and without application of possibly phototoxic markers. The phase shifts measured by the QPI in individual image pixels are proportional to the dry-mass density in the corresponding points of observed cells [1]. Thus the distribution of mass in a cell and its changes over time can be observed and measured for hours and days. The advantage of coherence-controlled holographic microscopy (CCHM) equipped with incoherent-light source consists in one-shot imaging (similarly to wide-field) with clean background without any coherence artefacts, which provides a high accuracy of mass measurements. This is why CCHM suits ideally cell growth assessment as well as evaluation of their motility based on protrusion/ retraction measurement. In addition, the coherence-gate effect makes possible QPI of live-cell behavior in turbid or complex 3D milieu. We demonstrate the usage of the CCHM QPI qualities. The appraisal of cellular responses to the course of sub-toxic challenges even in turbid medium is substantially improved. The kind of cell death and modifications of cell behavior by pathological processes can be revealed.
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UNRAVELLING AND UNDERSTANDING THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PLANTS USING BRILLOUIN LIGHT SCATTERING MICROSCOPICITY

Kareem Elsayad
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Summary

Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) spectroscopy is an all-optical label-free technique which allows for the determination of the viscoelastic properties of a sample. BLS is generally a very weak process, based on the interaction of light with thermal density fluctuations, and thus challenging to implement for lifescience/biomedical applications. Recent advances in spectrometer and camera designs have however made it possible to perform BLS measurements on live cells, opening the door to a new means of studying the mechanical properties of biological systems. Here I will discuss the use of BLS Microspectroscopy and correlative Fluorescence – BLS Microscopy to map the viscoelastic properties of cells and tissue in 3 dimensions, focusing on its use to understand the mechanical properties of plant cells. 3 dimensional mapping of the mechanical properties of plant cells is particularly interesting given the delicate balance between extracellular matrix (cell wall) mechanical properties and turgor pressure involved in defining cell shape, assuring “correct” development, for maintaining the structural integrity of the organism as a whole, and ultimately determining their survival subject to all types of environmental perturbations.

Firstly I will give an introduction to BLS including experimental setups and the physical principles it is based on. I will then discuss some details of the quantities that are and can be extracted from a BLS measurement and how and to what extent they may be compared to or compliment results obtained from alternative measurements of the mechanical properties of and within cells - such as those obtained using microrheology and perturbation-deformation techniques such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). I then will present a series of studies on different live plant cells and tissue we have performed focusing on the physical and biological significance of the obtained results. Finally I will summarize the strengths of the technique, its limitations and some of the current challenges, along with an outlook of what we are working on, and some planned and potential future applications in biophysics research as well as medical diagnostics.
DROPLET-BASED MICROFLUIDICS: HIGH-THROUGHPUT EXPERIMENTATION ONE DROP AT A TIME

Stavros Stavrakis

Institute for Chemical and Bioengineering, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Summary
The past 25 years have seen considerable progress in the development of microfabricated systems for use in the chemical and biological sciences. Interest in microfluidic technology has driven by concomitant advances in the areas of genomics, proteomics, drug discovery, high-throughput screening and diagnostics, with a clearly defined need to perform rapid measurements on small sample volumes. At a basic level, microfluidic activities have been stimulated by the fact that physical processes can be more easily controlled when instrumental dimensions are reduced to the micron scale [1]. The relevance of such technology is significant and characterized by a range of features that accompany system miniaturization. Such features include the ability to process small volumes of fluid, enhanced analytical performance, reduced instrumental footprints, low unit costs, facile integration of functional components within monolithic substrates and the capacity to exploit atypical fluid behaviour to control chemical and biological entities in both time and space.

My lecture will discuss recent studies that are focused on exploiting the spontaneous formation of droplets in microfluidic systems to perform a variety of analytical processes.

Droplet-based microfluidic systems allow the generation and manipulation of discrete droplets contained within an immiscible continuous phase [2]. They leverage immiscibility to create discrete volumes that reside and move within a continuous flow. Significantly, such segmented-flows allow for the production of monodisperse droplets at rates in excess of tens of KHz and independent control of each droplet in terms of size, position and chemical makeup. Moreover, the use of droplets in complex chemical and biological processing relies on the ability to perform a range of integrated, unit operations in high-throughput. Such operations include droplet generation, droplet merging/fusion, droplet sorting, droplet splitting, droplet dilution, droplet storage and droplet sampling [3, 4]. I will provide examples of how droplet-based microfluidic systems can be used to perform a range of experiments including nanomaterial synthesis [5], cell-based assays [6] and DNA amplification [7]. In addition, I will describe recent studies focused on the development of novel imaging flow cytometry platform that leverages the integration of inertial microfluidics with stroboscopic illumination [8] to allow for high-resolution imaging of cells at throughputs approaching $10^5$ cells/second.
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ORGAN-ON-A-CHIP TECHNOLOGY: MONITORING DYNAMIC CELL RESPONSES UNDER CONTROLLED PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Peter Ertl
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Summary
Microfluidics is vital for cell analysis because it is the only technology capable of simulating the physiological environment of cells and cell assemblies to investigate cellular transport mechanisms and cell proliferation events in the presence of test reagents, temperature or shear force gradients. In light of the benefits of microfluidics, my research group at TUW is developing lab-on-a-chip systems containing integrated fluid handling, degassing and biosensing systems to non-invasively monitor dynamic cell population responses. We have successfully integrated different electro-analytical, magnetic and optical detection methods in microfluidic devices (a) to assess the behaviour of structured 3-dimensional Candida biofilms, (b) to monitor dynamic stress responses of mammalian cell populations and (c) to detect cell-to-cell and cell-to-matrix interactions. In course of the presentation various components including microvalves, micropumps, degassers and sensing systems for lab-on-a-chip will be presented as well as their potential for automated, miniaturized and integrated multilevel cell analysis will be discussed.
PARTICLE CAPTURE AND ENRICHMENT EMPLOYING NON-UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELDS AND INSULATING STRUCTURES

Blanca H. Lapizco-Encinas
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Summary

Microfluidics is a dynamic and rapidly growing field with potential applications in numerous areas, from food and water safety, to environmental monitoring and clinical analysis. Working on the microscale offers attractive advantages such as shorter processing times, low sample and reagent consumption and the possibility of portable systems with a high level of integration. Manipulation and analysis of biological particles is one of the fields that has been most benefited with the marriage of microfluidics and analytical sciences. Many of these applications require fast response methods able to handle/analyze high value biological products, in a gentle manner, without leading to cell damage or bioproduct denaturation.

Important research efforts are being devoted to the development of analytical techniques that can be used with microfluidic devices. Electrokinetics, electric field driven techniques, such as electrophoresis, electroosmosis and dielectrophoresis, are widely used in microfluidic devices, offering new ways to assess, manipulate and analyze bioparticles. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is an electrokinetic transport mechanism driven by polarization effects when a dielectric particle is exposed to a spatially non-uniform electric field. DEP has great flexibility, since it can be used with charged and neutral particles employing AC or DC electric potentials. DEP offers more versatility than electrophoresis since it has the capability for significant particle enrichment, up to three orders of magnitude. DEP also offers means for effective continuous particle sorting.

This work is focused on insulator based DEP (iDEP), a dielectrophoretic mode that uses insulating structures between two external electrodes to create electric field gradients and generate dielectrophoretic forces on particles. This study includes experimental and mathematical modeling work. Particle mixtures, including biological cells, were separated and analyzed employing novel variations of iDEP. The results demonstrate that iDEP has great potential as a bioanalytical technique.
SINGLE-PARTICLE HIGH-PRECISION MICROMANIPULATION USING DIELECTROPHORESIS

Zdeněk Hurák

Czech Technical University, Prague, Czech Republic

Summary
The talk will start by giving an overview of basic principles and state of the art in noncontact manipulation with one or several (micro)particles by shaping force fields of various physical origin. Typically, physical phenomena related to electricity and magnetism are exploited, in which case electric voltages applied to a regular array of (micro)electrodes or electric currents flowing through a regular array of coils are controlled. A promising physical phenomena for bioanalytical application is dielectrophoresis. The dielectrophoretic force derives from an electric field, thus the particle need not respond to a magnetic field. Neither does the particle have to be electrically charged. Although applicability of dielectrophoresis to sub-micron size particles has been demonstrated, dielectrophoresis seems partically suitable for particles of sizes around a micron and larger, hence a candidate for a biological cell manipulation technique. Indeed, use of dielectrophoresis for manipulation of cells has been documented many times in the literature, dating back to the pioneering work of Herbert Pohl in 1950s. The currently prevailing modes of use of dielectrophoresis are separation and characterization, in which cases a bulk of microparticles is manipulated at once. In this talk, however, we will focus on the use of dielectrophoresis for a high-precision manipulation of a single particle (single cell). After introducing the state of the art, we present our own results in this domain of single-particle manipulation using dielectrophoresis. Namely, we will show how a clever yet simple microelectrode layout in combination with a real-time optimization procedure can achieve high-accuracy steering of a microparticle all over a flat surface, with the range of motion stretching up to a few milimeters. We will discuss the physical principles, fabrication issues and the control-algorithmic tricks upon which our solution rests. The functionality of the experimental platform developed by our team has been demonstrated in various scientific competitions: 4th and 5th place in IEEE RAS Mobile Microrobotics Challenge in 2012 and 2013, respectively, 1st place in Matlab and Simulink Student Design Challenge in 2013 (this one was based on magnetophoresis, though, but it is related). Numerous videos will accompany the talk. Our ultimate motivation for the presented research is to contribute to a development of a low-cost, fully automated and possibly disposable bioanalytical platform. We hope this talk might help recognize the potential of bridging the scientific domains of biology and chemistry and engineering domains of controls, automation and robotics.
MANAGING CELL HETEROGENEITY IN MICROFLUIDIC DESIGN

Daniel Georgiev, Pavel Fikar, Jirka Fatka

University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, Czech Republic

Summary
Design of microfluidic devices and their integration in lab-on-chip concepts must consider phenotypic heterogeneity. Herein we take a look at heterogeneity in dielectrophoretic (DEP) response within an isogenic population. DEP is a highly sensitive method for non-invasive cell manipulation and monitoring. Cells exposed to non-uniform electric fields are acted on by DEP forces that are frequency-dependent and vary according to the cell internal state. Knowledge of a priori DEP heterogeneity attributed to sample preparation, spontaneous mutation, and non-uniform sample composition can be used to design cell screening applications (e.g., for blood typing or rare cell quantification). Knowledge of induced DEP heterogeneity attributed to cell-cell interaction, cell induction, and microfluidic environmental effects can be used to design integrated devices that characterize dynamic behaviors (e.g., multidrug resistance) that are otherwise difficult to measure. We’ve developed a method, called DEP cytometry, for quantifying both a priori and induced cell heterogeneity. Similar to flow cytometry that yields fluorescence histograms at given wavelengths, DEP cytometry yields DEP force histograms at given electrical field frequencies. Preliminary experimental data collected for wild type and mutant Saccharomyces cerevisiae populations illustrate the high throughput and sensitivity of the method. Differences between yeast strains can be detected with throughput of thousands of cells per minute in a PDMS based prototype device. The experimental method is complemented by developed in silico tools, whereby spatiotemporal distribution of cell states can be predicted for a rich set of microfluidic topologies. Jointly, the experimental and simulation tools enable design of microfluidic devices with inherent consideration for a priori and induced cell heterogeneity.

PROTEOGENOMICS AND SOME OF THE PITFALLS OF THE PROTEOMIC SIDE OF THIS COIN

Mikhail V. Gorshkov

Laboratory, Physical and Chemical Methods for Structure Analysis, Institute for Energy Problems of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

Summary
Shotgun proteomics results in identification of tryptic peptides by searching tandem mass spectra (MS/MS) against genome-centered protein database. In the search, a
reference database is typically employed that leaves coding genome variants behind. Thus, the proteins with single amino acid substitution may be left behind the search. In general, a use of one or more custom DNA and/or mRNA sequence databases for LC-MS/MS data search is becoming a growing trend in identifying the encoded variants of amino acid sequence originated from single amino acid polymorphism or alternative splicing. This area of research including the studies on genome re-annotations using proteomic data, is often referred to as proteogenomics. One of its objectives is extracting the biologically relevant information often hidden in the shotgun mass spectrometry data using the customized protein database containing proteins with residue substitutions due to gene mutations. Cancer proteogenomics is an important example because of a large amount of biologically relevant non-synonymous somatic mutations across the tumor genomes. These mutations can be revealed at the proteome level using the bottom-up LC-MS/MS analysis through identification of the so-called variant proteolytic peptides. These are the peptides which correspond to the part of the protein where the residue substitution event occurred due to the gene mutation. However, this approach aiming at identification of variant peptides using customized database searches of shotgun proteomic data is facing a number of challenges including a dilemma of selecting the most efficient database search strategy, sample preparation artifacts, false discovery rate estimation, and mutant protein quantification, among the others. In this talk we will highlight some of these issues using the results of our recent studies as well as the literature data.

The results considered in this talk were obtained with financial support from Russian Science Foundation, grant #14-14-00971 and in collaboration with Prof. Sergei Moshkovskii’s lab from The Institute of Biomedical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences.

HELIUM TAGGING INFRARED PHOTODISSOCIATION SPECTROSCOPY

Jana Roithová
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Summary

Infrared photodissociation spectroscopy became one of the standard tools in determination of the structure of the ions in the gas phase. Next to the often applied infrared multiphoton dissociation spectroscopy, many approaches based on the messenger technique have been developed. We are using helium tagging which permits investigation of highly reactive ions [1].

Helium tagging infrared photodissociation spectroscopy is performed with a tandem mass spectrometer containing a wire quadrupole trap cooled to 3 K. Mass-selected ions are trapped with helium buffer gas and form helium complexes.
Spectroscopy can be performed with tunable light sources in IR or VIS spectral range [2, 3]. I will show application of our approach for the investigation of hyper-valent metal-oxo complexes. We can routinely detect metal-oxo stretching vibrations (among others, I will show the first detection of copper(III)-oxo stretching mode). Recently, we have also demonstrated that we can spectroscopically distinguish triplet and quintet states of the iron(IV)-oxo complexes [4].
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ON-LINE ANALYSIS OF EXHALED BREATH VIA SECONDARY ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETRY

Renato Zenobi

ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Summary
Exhaled breath contains relevant information on a person’s health status. Our vision is to use real-time and completely non-invasive chemical analysis of exhaled breath for applications such as medical diagnosis, monitoring progress and treatment of diseases, drug compliance, pharmacokinetics, and others. The methodology we use to analyze breath in real time is based on secondary electrospray ionization coupled to high-resolution mass spectrometry (SESI-HRMS). It affords ppb-ppt limits of detection, and analysis of compounds with molecular weights up to 1000 Da.

A number of interesting questions can now be addressed via on-line mass spectrometric analysis of exhaled breath: is there a core pattern for individual phenotypes visible in mass spectrometric “breathprints”? Can diurnal changes be monitored via exhaled breath? Can diseases be diagnosed via exhaled breath, and if yes, which ones? Can proper drug use (or drug abuse) be detected via analysis of the chemical composition of exhaled breath? The presentation will focus on several examples in medical diagnosis, including the detection of novel biomarkers for diseases such as obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Monitoring of drug compliance and pharmacokinetics via real-time SESI-MS will also be shown.
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